
#Just the beginning  
MIYFF Advertising campaign 
 
Objective: 
The main objective of this campaign is to educate the people about MIYFF and attract a larger 
audience to the event, as well as to get young filmmakers to submit their work. Raise 
awareness, increase attendance, get submissions.  
 
Challenges: 
The challenge is to position a brand new, low budget student Film Festival as a youthful and hip 
event and to get people to recognise it as a legitimate festival as opposed to a wannabe student 
project.  
 
Target audience: 
This campaign targets young aspiring filmmakers aged 16 to 25 around the world. The main 
criteria is young age, passion for movie making and desire for more. The pain points of this 
audience to target are: 
 

- High ambitions for filmmaking career; 
- Desire to get big but lacking opportunity to do so; 
- Desire to get noticed and show their work; 
- Frustration with lack of opportunities; 
- Looking for a place to start. 

 
Proposed idea: 
The proposition is to launch an online campaign called “Just The Beginning” featuring several 
images of famous filmmakers when they were at the beginning of their career.  
The entries are all young aspiring filmmakers who haven't made a name for themselves yet. 
This campaign appeals to their desire to start their careers, be seen, get noticed, potentially get 
big. It’s inspirational and motivational, creates a feeling of being given a much-wanted 
opportunity. Relate to the target audience emotionally, create an emotional response and 
deeper connection.  
 
It’s just the beginning for MIYFF as well, so the campaign works on 2 levels, implying that we 
are a legitimate film festival that has just started and not just a uni project. 
 
Execution:  
A series of images posted across Facebook, Twitter and Instagram (potentially sponsored ads?) 
under hashtags #MIYFF and #JustTheBeginning. A number of posters printed and spread 
around the area. 
 


